ABSTRACT. -This paper solves Dirichlet and Neumann problems for the Laplace operator in exterior domains of W" The behaviours at infinity of the data and the solution are determined by setting each problem in weighted Sobolev spaces, that extend the classical W"J' spaces and are very well adapted to the theoretical and numerical solution of problems involving the Laplace operator.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let R' be a bounded open region of R" with positive measure, not necessarily connected, with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary I' and let our domain of interest R denote the complement of e. We assume that R' has a finite number of connected components and that each connected component has a connected boundary, so that R is connected. This paper is devoted to the solution of Laplace equations in R, with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on r. Since these problems are posed in an exterior domain, we must complete their statements with adequate asymptotic conditions at infinity. We have chosen to impose such conditions by setting our problems in weighted Sobolev spaces where the growth or decay of functions at infinity are expressed by means of weights. These weighted Sobolev spaces provide a correct functional setting for the exterior Laplace equation, in particular because the functions in these spaces satisfy an optimal weighted Poincare-type inequality. This gives them a great advantage over the two families of spaces currently used for the Laplace operator, namely, the completion of 2)(D) for the norm of the gradient in L*(Q) and the subspace in LyO,(R) of functions whose gradients belong to I?(R).
On one hand, when p 2 72, some very treacherous Cauchy sequences exist in 27(a) that do not converge to distributions, a behaviour carefully described in 1954 by Deny and Lions (c$ [15] ) but unfortunately overlooked by many authors. These sequences are eliminated in our spaces because we equip them with the full Sobolev norm instead of the norm of the gradient alone. On the other hand, this full Sobolev norm avoids the imprecision at infinity inherent to the Lfoc norm. In an unbounded region, it is important to describe sharply the behaviour of functions at infinity and not just their gradient. This is vital from the mathematical point of view, not only because it permits to characterize easily the data for which we can solve our problems, but also because the analysis done here for one exponent of the weight extends readily to a wide range of real exponents. This is even more crucial from the numerical point of view because in most formulations, the function itself is the primary unknown that engineers discretize, the gradient being only secondary and usually deduced from the function values.
Our analysis with these weighted Sobolev spaces is fairly straightforward. It is based on the principle, already observed by Giroire in [ 181, that results concerning linear operators can be obtained by combining their isomorphism properties in the whole of R" with their isomorphism properties in bounded domains. On one hand, this approach allows to treat with a unified theory all values of the integer n 1 2 and the real number p > 1. On the other hand, it allows to dissociate the difficulties arising from the boundary and the difficulties arising from the unboundedness of the domain; as a result, for example, the regularity assumptions imposed on the boundary are the same as if the domain were bounded. But for the sake of simplicity, we do not assume here that the boundary l? has the least possible regularity. When p = 2, we naturally suppose that the boundary is Lipschitz-continuous, but when p # 2, we assume in most cases that I' is of class C',l. This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted respectively to the Laplace equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions and Neumann boundary conditions. As an intermediate step towards the general Neumann problem, we derive in Section 3 an interesting "inf-sup" condition.
We complete this introduction with a short review of the weighted Sobolev spaces and their isomorphisms that we shall use in the sequel. The detailed proofs can be found in Amrouche, Girault and Giroire [4] . For any integer Q we denote by P4 the space of polynomials in n variables, of degree smaller than or equal to q, with the convention that Pq is reduced to (0) when q is negative. Also, we denote by p' the dual exponent of p:
1+L-1. P P' Let x = (zr, . . . , z,) be a typical point of W" and let T = 1x1 = (~9 + . . . + zi)l12 denote its distance to the origin. We shall use two basic weights:
and lgr = ln(2 + r2).
Then, for any nonnegative integers n and m and real numbers p > 1, cy and ,0, setting we define the following space:
(1.1) yy$yfl2> = {U E D'(R); VA E r-4" : 0 5 1x1 < 1, pa-m+'A' (lgT)+WU E U(O); VA E N" : k + 1 I 14 5 m, P a-m+'X' (lgr)PD% E U(Q).
It is a reflexive Banach space equipped with its natural norm:
We also define the semi-norm:
When /I = 0, we agree to drop the index p and denote simply the space by IVY**.
The weights in definition (1.1) are chosen so that the corresponding space satisfies two properties. On one hand, the functions of D(G) are dense in IVQy$'(sZ). On the other hand, the following Poincare-type inequality holds in IVaT;( Let q' = inf(q, m -l), where q is the highest degree of the polynomials contained in WaT$'(R). Then the semi-norm ) . Iw;b~(n) defines on WO~~(fI)/P,, a norm which is equivalent to the quotient norm. This theorem is proved by Giroire [ 181 in the particular case where p = 2 and by Amrouche, Girault and Giroire [4] when R = R". It is extended to an exterior domain by an adequate partition of unity. An important consequence of this theorem is that when q' is negative, the semi-norm I . Iw~~~(", is a norm on Wa,p ")*(R) equivalent to the full norm II -II wayb~(~). In this case, we agree to norm IVaT; with the semi-norm ( . Iw;~~cn,. A somewhat weaker version of this result can be found in Lizorkin [29] .
The constants 1 and 2 in p(r) and lg T are added so that they do not modify the behaviour of the functions near the origin, in case it belongs to R. Thus, the functions of IVaT: belong to WmJ'(0) on all bounded domains 0 contained in R. As a consequence, the traces of these functions on I', yo, yl, . . . , ~~-.i, satisfy the usual trace theorems (cj Adams [l] or Necas [35] ). This allows to define in particular the space (1. 2) +y(fq = {w E W;;(R) ; "low = o,y1w = 0,. . . ,fym-lW = 0).
It can be proved that D(Q) is dense in Ikrnlp a,B (0) and therefore, its dual space, ITQT'$ (R), is a space of distributions. In addition, the following Poincart Inequality holds in I$ z,$( 0): THEOREM 1.2. -Under the assumptions of Theorem I. 1, the semi-norm 1 . IW;~~Cr21 is a norm on I&,".;(Q) h t q t a IS e uivalent to the full norm I( . ((u7zb~(a) . Here again, this theorem is proved by Giroire [ 181 in the particular case where p = 2 and by Amrouche, Girault and Giroire [4] when R = Iw"; the extension to an exterior domain is straightforward. In view of this theorem, we agree to norm I& :$(a) with the semi-norm 1 . IWz:;~(o).
Sobolev spaces altogether without logarithmic weights or without this discontinuity in the occurrence of the logarithmic weight, have been introduced and studied by many authors; for instance, Hanouzet [21] , Kudrjavcev [23] , Kufner [24] , Kufner and Opic [25] . The reader can refer to Avantaggiati [5] for a good review of these spaces. Comparatively few authors have studied the full space defined by (1 .l): see Lizorkin [29] , Leroux [26] and Giroire [ 181. The first author obtained in particular isomorphism results for Riesz potentials of order m from P(W) onto V~J'~~~ (R") if rn -n/p < 0. In order to introduce the logarithmic weights and study the corresponding spaces, the last two authors used extensively the techniques developped by Bolley and Camus in [8] . Let us insist on the fact that the logarithmic weight is compulsory when Ic is nonnegative in order to establish Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
In order to show the well-posedness of either the Dirichlet problem or the Neumann problem for Laplace's equation in Way$)(R), we shall use extensively two isomorphisms results of the Laplace operator in W", previously established by Amrouche, Girault and Giroire in [4] . THEOREM 1.3. -For all integers n > 2, and all real numbers p > 1, the following Laplace operator is an isomorphism: THEOREM 1.4. -For all integers n > 2, and all real numbers p > 1 such that n # p', the following Laplace operator is an isomorphism:
The statement of Theorem 1.4 is false when n = p', because in this case, Wia~r(Rn) is not contained in WiiYp (W) and the range space of the Laplace operator is a proper subspace of W~Pp(R")lP~. Instead, we introduce the space
that is a Banach space equipped with its natural norm. On one hand, D(W) is dense in X,""( R"). On the other hand, we have the counterpart of Theorem 1.4 (~5 Amrouche, Girault and Giroire [3] ): THEOREM 1.5. -Let n 2 2 be any integer and let p' = n (and hence p = 5).
Then the following Laplace operator is an isomorphism:
A : W,2~p(R")/P,-, H X,o~p(W")U'c,. TOME76-1997-NoI For the sake of briefness, we state these three theorems only when a = 0 or (Y = 1, but they are proved in [3] and [4] for a wide range of exponents.
Of course, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 were also derived by several authors for a partial range of values of n and p. More generally, we conclude with a short review of a selection of papers studying elliptic operators by means of weighted spaces. The contributions of Kudrjavcev [23] and independently Hanouzet [21] are fundamental, because they introduced the good functional setting of weighted Sobolev spaces. In [21] , Hanouzet solved a family of elliptic problems first in R" and after in a half space. His ideas are at the basis of the work of Leroux [26] and later Giroire [ 181, who introduced definition (1 .l) and a family of related weighted spaces.
In R", Nirenberg and Walker [38] derived fundamental weighted a priori estimates for general elliptic operators and studied their null spaces. To our knowledge, Cantor [l l] is the first one who used these estimates in order to show that the Laplace operator:
is an isomorphism for all integers n 2 3 and all real numbers p and (u such that (l-5)
Later on, McOwen [32] showed that the second restriction in (1.5) was not necessary. Under both conditions in (1.5), Fortunato [ 171 established similar results for more general elliptic operators. In the same spirit, Lockhart [30] and McOwen [33] , the former in the case of non-compact manifolds and the latter in the case of an exterior domain, gave the following necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.4) to be a Fredholm operator:
o>2-14 and P c&2-14 and -P a+2-ylN. P
In a common paper, Lockhart and McOwen [3 11 extended these results to systems in W". Later, Murata [34] proved similar results for more general elliptic operators. But none of these authors used the logarithmic weight that corresponds in definition (1.1) to Ic = -1. For this reason, the statements of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, for which a = 1 and which cover all integer values of n > 2 and all real values of p > 1, complete the range of parameters given by (1.6) and (1.7). As far as elliptic problems on non-compact manifolds are concerned, in addition to Lockhart [30] , we refer to Choquet-Bruhat and Christodoulou [ 131 who derive isomorphisms for a family of elliptic operators under conditions (1.5) with p = 2. We also refer to Bartnik [7] who solves the Laplace equation on asymptotically flat manifolds.
Several authors have contributed to the solution of Laplace's equation in exterior domains by means of weighted Sobolev spaces. These spaces have been used to define an adequate functional setting for boundary integral equations: see Leroux [26] and [27] , Nedelec and Planchard [37] , Nedelec [36] , Giroire and Nedelec [19] and the contribution of Nedelec in Dautray and Lions [14] . Let us also quote Hsiao and Wendland [22] , who studied the two-dimensional exterior Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equation and found a solution different from that of Leroux. Without being exhaustive, let us quote Cantor [12] who solves Dirichlet and Neumann problems for n n>3:
p>--n-2 and 25crcn.
P'
McOwen [32] proves that under the conditions (1.6) or (1.7), the operator
is a Fredholm operator. In the case p = 2, Giroire [IS] establishes isomorphisms, for the Dirichlet and Neumann problems, for a very wide range of a. For p < ; and right-hand side f in U(R), Varnhom [39] proves existence and uniqueness of the solution of Dirichlet problems in H$Tp(Q). Finally, in a slightly different context, Farwig [16] , solves a class of elliptic problems in the completion of a space with anisotropic weights.
The Dirichlet problem for the Laplace operator
In this section, we propose to solve the Laplace equation with a Dirichlet boundary condition: We are really interested by the case where p # 2, because problem (2.1) has been satisfactorily solved previously by other authors (cJ: Giroire [18], Leroux [26] and Nedelec [36] ). But let us recall the situation of problem (2.1) when p = 2. As the boundary data g can be lifted by a function with compact support, problem (2.1) is easily reduced to a homogeneous problem: Hence problem (2.1) is solved when p = 2. Since it is also solved in Wn, we shall use the following approach. For p > 2, we shall apply the technique introduced by Giroire for n = 2 or 3 and p = 2 in [18] that reduces problem (2.1) to two simpler problems, one in R with f = 0 and another one in R". These are easier to solve because, when p > 2 we can show that they have a solution in W$2. And once problem (2.1) is solved for all p > 2, a duality argument will also solve it for p < 2.
For any positive real number R, let BE denote the open ball centered at the origin, with radius R; and assuming that R is sufficiently large for @ c BR, we denote by QR the intersection R n BR. In the sequel, we shall frequently use the following partition of unity:
c BR+l.
Our first lemma studies right-hand sides with bounded supports. with compact support belongs also to WC112 (R"). Now, assume that the support of f is contained in BE; any cp in W,'t2(Wn) can be split into cp = cp1+ 92 > where cpl = $11 cp and (~2 = $5 cp .
Thus, cp2 vanishes in BR and cpl belongs to Hi(BR+l) and its support is contained in BR+1. Furthermore,
Therefore, considering the disjoint supports of f and (pa, 0 As a consequence of Lemma 2.1, when 71 = 2 the duality pairing (f, 1) is well-defined for all f in W;11'(lw2) with compact support and p > 2.
Remark 2.2. -In this section, we shall frequently use the fact that in a bounded domain 0 with a Cl" boundary 80, the problem:
with f given in W-'>P(c3) and g given in W 'lP',P X7), ( has a unique solution u in W'>P(c3) that depends continuously on the data. This result is proved by Lions and Magenes in [28] , when d0 is very smooth. Extension to a Cl,' boundary can be achieved by the technique of Grisvard [20] .
Similarly, we shall use the following regularity result, with the same assumption on the boundary: if f belongs to U'(0) and g to W '+'/p'J'(i30), then the above solution u belongs to W2J'(c3) (c$ for example Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg [2] , Grisvard [20] , Lions and Magenes [28] ).
Next, we solve a Laplace equation in R" with a right-hand side that has a bounded support. Proof. -According to Lemma 2.1, f belongs to Wi1,2(R") so that when n = 2 the duality pairing (f, 1) makes sense. Therefore, Theorem 1.3 with p = 2 implies that problem (2.4) has a unique solution u in W,$2(lR~) or unique up to an additive constant when n = 2.
We propose to show that u belongs also to W~9p(R"); this can be viewed as a regularity result. To this end, assume again that the support of f is contained in Bn and split 21 into u = ui + 212 where u1 = $1 u and u2 = ~J!J~ u .
Then, observing that $2 f = 0, we see that up is a solution of the problem (2.5)
The regularity of f2 is determined by that of 8&i 8iu. Considering that the support of i+$i is contained in BR+~, the term ai$i 8iu belongs to L2(B~+1). NOW, when n = 2, L2( BR+l) c W-~+J(BR+~) for any real q > 2. Otherwise, when n 1 3, this imbedding holds for all real q such that 2 < q 5 5. Hence, we shall assume for the time being that p 2 5
and afterward, we shall use a bootstrap argument. Thus, with this assumption, f2 belongs to W~l~p(RB,) and as p > 2, there is no orthogonality condition on the righthand side of Theorem 1.3. Therefore, applying Theorem 1.3, problem (2.5) has a unique solution u in W,1'P(Wn)/7+-n,pl.
Hence us -u is a harmonic tempered distribution and therefore a polynomial. But considering that V 'u is in LJ'(BBn)n and V u2 is in L2( IP)n, an integration argument shows that this polynomial has at most degree zero: thus for some constant c, we have us = 'u + c. If 2 < p < n, neither Wilp(W") nor W~~2(Rn) contain the constant functions and a similar but more technical integration argument shows that c = 0. If p 2 n, W$P(Rn) contains the constant functions; so in both cases u2 belongs to W~7p(R"). In particular, as 'u. = ua outside BR+l, the restriction of u to dBR+1 belongs to Ws"(aBR+I)
Thus, u satisfies:
on ~BR+~, and therefore, according to Remark 2.2, u belongs to WI>P(BR+~). Consequently, u1 also belongs to W'+'(B n+i), with support in BR+~, and in turn this implies that u belongs to W,'"( IP). This finishes the proof when 2 < p I s or when n = 2 . Now, suppose that p > &. The above argument shows that u belongs to Wi'% (R") and we can repeat the same argument with $J+ instead of 2. For n = 3 or n = 4, L+BR+l) c W+(B n+i) for any real number q. Otherwise, if n 1 5, this imbedding holds for all q such that q I s.
From then on, it is easy to prove that for any integer n, there exists an integer 5 (in fact, Ic = [n/2]) such that k applications of this argument permits to reach any real value of p. This establishes the existence of a solution u of problem (2.4) in W$2(Rn) n W$P(Rn).
Uniqueness follows from the fact that W$'(Rn) does not contain the constant functions, except when n = 2. 0
The next lemma solves problem (2.1) with homogeneous boundary conditions and a right-hand side f with bounded support. Proof. -We briefly sketch the proof, as it is very similar to that of the preceding lemma. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, the right-hand side f belongs also to Wc112(R) and therefore problem (2.7) has exactly one solution u that belongs to W$'( R). Existence and uniqueness for any n follows from the boundary condition, as can be observed by referring to problem (2.2). The remainder of the proof is devoted to establish that u belongs also to W,'lp(G).
Take R sufficiently large so that both the support of f is contained in BE and @ c BR. Then with the above partition of unity, we split u into u1 + ~2, where ~2, extended by zero in R', is a solution of a Laplace equation in W" whose right-hand side belongs to W;llp(Wn), with no restriction on p if n = 2, or provided that 2 < p < 5 when n. 2 3. This equation has a unique solution in W,f'P(R")/P~l-n,pl and hence u2 belongs to Wt,P(Wn). Thus, as u = ~2 outside Bn+i, the restriction of u to aB~+i belongs to W $"(aB~+i).
Therefore, u satisfies:
-Au= f inQR+l, u=O onI?, u=u2 onaBR+i.
Since the boundary of a~+1 is of class C'$l, this problem has a unique solution u in WIJ'(QtR+l). This implies that u belongs to W$P(fl) if p 5 3 and the same bootstrap argument extends this result to any real value of p > 2. Proof. -Let R be chosen so that p c BR and let ug be the lifting function of g satisfying:
Au,=0 inoR, ug = g on I' and ug = 0 on 8BR.
This set of equations defines a unique function 'ZL~ in Wl>P(flE) and when we extend it by zero outside BR, the extended function, still denoted ug, belongs to W,'>"(n) n W$p(fl).
Then problem (2. Then h belongs to Wi'lp (R") and obviously, h has a compact support. At this stage, the discussion splits into two parts according to the dimension n. However, except in the trivial case where h = 0, h never satisfies this condition, because if it did, the above argument would yield that z = c(A -1). But as n = 2, the constant functions belong to IV$2(fi), thus implying that X = 1 and z = 0 which is the trivial solution. Hence we can assume that (h, 1) # 0. This suggests to replace problem (2.13) by (2.14) Aw=h-(h,l) AU, inW2, TOME76-1997-N'] where u. is defined by (2.10), in other words, 1 Q(X) = -.I 24 r ln( ly -xl) day .
Thus u. belongs to W,$q(RZ) for all real numbers q > 2 (but not to W$'(Iw')) and we easily derive that ~0 satisfies
where the duality makes sense because AU, has compact support. Since the right-hand side of (2.14) is orthogonal to constants, has compact support and belongs to W~l~p(FJz), Lemma 2.3 implies that problem (2.14) has a solution, unique up to an additive constant, w E WtJ2(R2) II W,'1p(R2). Hence w + (h, 1) u. -x is harmonic in W2 and therefore there exists some constant c such that
Considering that w = c -(h, 1) u. on r, and the restriction of w to R belongs to w,'>"(n) n w,'>*(Q), it is convenient to decompose this restriction into a sum of a constant function c and the unique solution w1 in W$2(fl) n W$*(s2) of Conversely, it is obvious that p -ua belongs to d:(n).
Remark 2.8. 0 1. We shall see at the end of this section that in fact &(St) = (0) for 1 < p < r~.
2. Of course, we have seen at the beginning of this section that &j(Q) = {O}, whatever the value of n.
We are now in a position to solve problem (2.1) for p 2 2. Owing to Corollary 2.6, this problem has a unique solution z in Wt32(Q) n W~l'P(Q). Thus u = ug + w + z E W~'p(fl) solves problem (2.1). Uniqueness follows from the definition of the kernel A:(R). 0
In particular, it follows from Theorem 2.9 that, for any p 2 2, the Laplace operator is also an isomorphism. Note that there is no orthogonality condition on the right-hand side when 5 < p < 2.
It remains to solve the nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem for p < 2. If & < p, as there is no orthogonality condition on f, it suffices to lift the boundary value g in order to reduce (2.1) to a homogeneous problem. But if p 2 3 (and of course p < $J when n = 2), there is necessarily a compatibility condition between the data f and g in order that a solution exists. Indeed, any cp in 4' (R) belongs to W')P' (0) with Acp in When p' = n, i.e. p = 5, the above statement is false for f in W~1P(s2), because, as mentioned in the introduction, Wf,p(fl) is not contained in W~l~p(Q) and hence problem (2.1) may not even have a solution in Wi'P(fl). In view of Theorem 1.5, instead of taking f in lV,OIP(fi), we restrict f to the space xyp(q = 14qP(iq n w,'yq.
It can be readily checked that now the above statement carries over with this modification to the critical value p = 2.
Remark 2.12. -The statement of Theorem 2.10 can also be extended to other exponents of the weight, as long as the corresponding isomorphisms are valid in Wn. The technique of proof is the same as that introduced by Giroire in [ 181 for n = 2 or n = 3 and p = 2. First we characterize the kernel for negative exponents of the weight. This allows to solve the problem with these negative exponents and the corresponding results for positive exponents are derived by a duality argument.
The Neumann problem for the Laplace operator
We wish to solve here the Laplace equation with a Neumann boundary condition, But the argument involved is less straightforward than for a Dirichlet boundary condition because the two problems have quite a different nature. And so we propose the following approach: first solve a harmonic Neumann problem for p 2 2; this will enable us to establish an "inf-sup" condition which in turn will solve a very general Neumann problem for any real number p > 1.
The harmonic Neumann problem
We consider here the following Laplace equation:
For g given in W-k> p(r), find u in Wll,p(Q) solution of Conversely, it is easy to prove that any solution u of (3.2) solves (3.1).
First recall the case where p = 2. If n 2 3, the equivalence of the semi-norm \JV . jlL2(o) and the full norm of W$2(R) (c$ Th eorem 1.1) and Lax-Milgram's Lemma allow to prove that problem (3.2) has a unique solution '1~ in Wi,2 (0).
The situation is a little more delicate when n = 2. Since the constant functions belong to W,'>"(n), problem (3.2) has a solution only if the right-hand side satisfies the orthogonality condition If n = 2, problem (3.1) with p = 2 has a solution if and only ifg satisfies the compatibility condition (3.3). Moreover, the solution u is unique in Wi'2(s2)/P, and there exists a constant C, such that II'ILII w,'Jpp, 5 c llsllHw2(r) .
Remark 3.2. -In analogy with the preceding section, we shall use the fact that in a bounded domain 0 with a C '11 boundary, consisting of two connected components I1 and l?a, the problem -AU = f in 0, u = g1 on 11, au dn = g2 on 12, C. AMROUCHE, V. GIRAULT AND J. GIROIRE with f given in P'(O), gr given in W1/P'J'(I'r) and ga given in lV1/r1>P (12) , has a unique solution u in W'J'(O) that depends continuously upon the data. This result is proved by Lions and Magenes in [28] , when d0 is very smooth. Similarly, extension to a Cl)' boundary can be achieved by the technique of Grisvard [20] . In addition, as the two components of the boundary are entirely disconnected, we have the following regularity result: if g1 belongs to W1+l/P'~P(l'l) and g2 to W1/P'~P(12), the above solution u belongs to W2J'(0), with continuous dependence on the data (c$ Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg [2] , Grisvard [20] , Lions and Magenes [28] ).
As in the preceding section, we start with the case where p > 2, because in this case, we can easily construct a solution of problem (3.1) in Wl,2 (a). Our first proposition characterizes the kernel of the Laplace operator with Neumann boundary conditions: So, when p < n (and necessarily n 2 3), Theorem 3.1 implies that w = 0 and hence z = 0. When p > n, Theorem 3.1 implies that w is zero, or a constant if n = 2, and hence -z is a constant function. 0
Remark 3.4. -We shall see further on that N{(R) = Pll-n/pl for all real numbers p > 1 and all integers n 2 2.
The next proposition solves problem (3.1) for p 2 2. Proof. -Uniqueness, up to an element of PLi-n,pl follows from Proposition 3.3; therefore, we must show existence. The argument depends upon the dimension n.
If n 2 3, as W-+,p(l?) is imbedded in H-3 (I?), Theorem 3.1 implies that problem (3.1) has a unique solution '11 in WJ1"(St) that depends continuously on g. But if n = 2, we cannot apply directly Theorem 3.1 because the necessary condition (g, 1)r = 0 is not always satisfied. Instead, following the lines of Theorem 2.7, we consider the problem Therefore, according to Remark 3.2, u belongs to W1J'(f12R+1) and llUlIW'Jm+1) 5 c3~llhwPJqr) + IlU211W11P'.P(aBR+1)} I c4ll&wPqr) .
From there, we easily derive that, if 2 < p < s, u belongs to W,'>p(fl) and that u satisfies (3.4) . When p > 2, we obtain that u belongs to Wil,'(Zn) after a finite number of applications of the bootstrap argument of Lemma 2.3. ii. The operator B is an isomorphism from X/V onto M' and $ is the continuity constant of B-l. iii. The operator B' is an isomorphism from A4 onto X'-LV and i is the continuity constant of (B')-I.
For any real number p with 1 < p < 00, take X = I& i>"(n), M = ii/ h'"' (Q) and b(v, w) = &V II . V w dx. Then B is the Laplace operator, V = A;(Q) and the isomorphisms (2.16), (2.17) and Theorem 3.6 show immediately that there exists a constant ,l3 > 0 such that (3.7)
We shall prove a similar "inf-sup" condition in W$'(fi) by means of the results established in Section 3.1 for the Neumann problem. To this end, it is convenient to prove a partial Helmholtz decomposition that involves the space it is easy to check that V = (0). Thus, in view of (3.1 l), Theorem 3.6 implies that, for p 2 2, the operator B associated with b is an isomorphism from W~~P(R)/Pll-n~pl onto (~~'P'(R))'IPll-",p~~ and its dual operator B' is an isomorphism from W,,~P'(12)/P~l-n,pq onto (W~'p(Q))'IP~l--n,pl.
But since the bilinear form b is symmetric, the operator B' coincides with B if we interchange p and p'. As p' < 2, this means that the above isomorphisms are valid for all real numbers p > 1. In turn, Theorem 3.6 implies that the "inf-sup" condition (3.11) holds for all p > 1. The next theorem collects these results. THEOREM 3.10. -Let 1 < p < LX and ifp # 2 assume that r is of class Cl>'. Then the "inf-sup" condition (3.11) holds: there exists a constant ,0 > 0, such that
The general Neumann problem
The inf-sup condition and the two isomorphism results established above have important consequences. First of all, they readily imply that for 1 < p < 2, A$ (0) = (0). Indeed, if z belongs to N:(Q), then z satisfies VW E w,'qq , s vz~vvdx=o, R and Theorem 3.10 implies that z belongs to Pll-,/Pl = (0) because 1 < p < 2. As a conclusion, for any real p with 1 < p < co, Jwfu = P[l-n/p] .
Next, we can solve generalized Neumann problems, written in a weak variational form, with right-hand sides that belong to (~~'P'(~))'lp~l-n.,p'l.
More precisely, it stems from Theorem 3.10 that, given an element .4 in (w,',p'(~))'lpI1-,,p'l, there exists a unique u in W~~*(Q)/Pll-njpl solution of
But of course depending upon the nature of J!, this problem may not always be interpreted as a boundary value problem. For the sake of simplicity we shall not try to characterize all the right-hand sides e that give rise to Neumann boundary value problems, but instead concentrate on a particular space of right-hand sides. Looking back at problem (3.1), we see that we can take the boundary function g in W-'/PIP and that we must choose an adequate function space for Au. This choice is dictated by two considerations: since we want a solution u in W,'>*(fl), Au must belong to l~V~'~~(fi); and since we want g in W-llP~P(I'), A u must belong to LP in some neighbourhood of I'. Accordingly, consider for example the space:
that is a Banach space equipped with the norm IlfllYW = wll&qn) + IIJII~;'.'(n)YP > and in which D(a) is dense. As mentioned above, this choice is not optimal, but it covers a wide range of examples. Thus, we propose to solve the Neumann problem:
For f given in Yp(R) and g given in lV1lP~P(I'), find u E W~'P(R)/P~l-n,p~ such that (3.12) -Au=f in52, $= g 0nr.
In order to apply Theorem 3.10, we must put problem (3.12) into a variational form; for this, we must show that all f in YP(R) belong to (W,$p'(Q))'. This amounts to defining the C. AMROLJCHE, V. GIRAULT AND J. GIROIRE duality pairing !!'f (u) for any f in Yp(Q) and any w in Wisp' (0). Observing that f behaves in bounded regions like LP and at infinity like Wil'P, we see that this definition relies on an adequate partitioning of 71. To this end, consider the partition of unity introduced at the beginning of Section 2 and assume that R. is large enough for c c BR. We decompose II into a sum 'u = ~1 + 'us, where ~1 = $Q 11 has its support in QR+~ and belongs to W1,P'(fl~+l) and v2 = $2 'u belongs to &k""(n). Then we set Clearly Tf (v) is a bilinear form, T'(zJ) = (f, V) when R = R"; it is easy to check that on one hand and on the other hand, there exists a constant C, depending on the fixed constant R associated with R, such that the constant functions belong to w,')"(Q) and (3.13) shows that a necessary condition for the existence of a solution is that the data f and g satisfy the orthogonality condition (3.14) q(l) + (g,l)r = 0' TOME76-1997-N'] Observe that when the support of f is bounded, (3.14) becomes so f dr + (g, 1)~ = 0, which is the usual compatibility condition on the data of a Neumann problem in a bounded region. Thus, we must add this condition to the statement of problem (3.12); it becomes:
For f given in Y*(a) and g given in W-'/*+'(I), satisfying (3.14~ find u E W,l'P(R)/Ppn,pl such that (3.15) au -Au=f inS2, %=g onI'
Then we can sharpen the statement of (3.13) and readily prove that problem (3.15) has the following equivalent formulation:
Find u E W~~P(R)/P~l-n~p~ such that (3.16) kf'v E w(y(f41~[l-n,p'] , J' vu . v v dx = z-f(V) + (g, v)r . n Owing to the orthogonality condition (3.14) the right-hand side of (3.16) defines an element of (W,'lp'(S1))'IPll-n,pl~ and Theorem 3.10 implies that (3.16) has a unique solution u E W~~P(R)/P~l-n,pj that depends continuously upon the data.
The next theorem summarizes these results. in W<'lp(0), and problem (3.15) has a solution for any f in Xf>p(s2). Then, the proof of the regularity result is a straightforward application of the partition of unity used in Proposition 3.5 and the regularity result of Remark 3.2. 0 Remark 3.13. -As in the case of the problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions, the satement of Theorem 3.11 extends to a wide range of exponents of the weight.
